Jamileh Kharrazi with her inner joy in financial humanitarian causes enjoys promoting the culture of her country more than saving money and building bank balances.

Miss. Kharrazi has devoted a portion of her wealth to promote the identity of her fellow countrymen, which in this day and age appears pale to the eyes of the world, while preserving the historic and cultural heritage of Iran; she has been active in this line for many years.

Jamileh Kharrazi, by bearing heavy financial expenditure continually gathers the famous figures and servicemen in culture to introduce in particular the new Iranian generation to the world and in the initial program set up to celebrate the famous Iranian arts and the Toos Foundation in 2005, and...
poetess and researcher Mrs. Lu’bat Vala, she began her high quality presentations for introducing the arts and culture of Iran.

In the second event called the “100 Years of Hits”, she invited the famous singers and artists such as, Jamshid Sheybani, Turaj Negahban, Janati Ata’i, Munfaredzadeh, Manuchehr Cheshmazar, along with famous singers like Aref, and Sattar. The program was managed by Mr. Mumtaz, and was presented in London.

One of the special features of this program was the presence of Mrs. Nikzad, who with her warm voice spoke about the famous historic figures in the world of poetry and lyrics in Iran such as Aref Qazvini and Amir Jahed. This presentation was warmly welcomed by the audience.

In the third celebration, event set to commend Mr. Sheybani for his continues participations during the course of the past seventy years in promoting the music and the movie industry Mrs. Kharrazi was also present. It is worthy of mention that this outstanding lady after a long and tiring flight from London to L.A. stayed in the city of angels for only 48 hours and then flew back to London. Another special features of this program was the statue given to Mr. Sheybani by the Iranian governor of Burley Hills and also another tablet of appreciation from Mr. Marvati the managing director of the 24/7 Iranian radio station, which was given to Mr. Sheybani by Mr. Pahlbod the former minister of the arts and culture ministry in Iran.

In connection with the latest news from the Toos Foundation, we are now informed that there will be another event in March, celebration the 3000 years history of dance in Iran. In this event, Mr. Nima Kian will be present and the history of 3000 years of dance in Iran will be reviewed and discussed. This program will transmit a message of peace on behalf of the Middle East to the rest of the world. Furthermore, we have learnt from Mrs. Kharrazi that Mrs. S. Mayer has also been invited to attend the dance celebration event in London.

Finally, the management and editors of the Tehran’s International Magazine express their best wishes for Mrs. Kharrazi and her continues efforts in servicing her country and heritage.